A new probability model of the origin of COVID-19
– Stupidity Vs. Conspiracy
Will the truth ever be known?
By Gregory Brundage
Former President Trump, acting as the salable face for the “questionably bright but no
doubt greedy crowd,” started a worldwide “hate China movement” that has infected
some parts of the world. As with another infectious disease currently stalking Americans,
this one hit the USA particularly hard.
Poll: Majority believe China is US's biggest threat, while
confidence in military has plummeted Dec 1, 2021
https://www.coloradopolitics.com/colorado-in-dc/poll-majoritybelieve-china-is-uss-biggest-threat-while-confidence-in-militaryhas-plummeted/article_74e7ab1c-3f2d-588c-9c5accc918976c55.html
https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/policy/defense-nationalsecurity/majority-believe-china-is-uss-biggest-threat-whileconfidence-in-military-has-plummeted-poll
https://www.reaganfoundation.org/media/358084/rndf_survey_
booklet.pdf
New High in Perceptions of China as U.S.'s Greatest Enemy March
16, 2021
https://news.gallup.com/poll/337457/new-high-perceptionschina-greatest-enemy.aspx
And so on. Naturally:
Anti-Asian hate crimes rose 73% last year, updated FBI data says
Corrected FBI numbers show a disproportionate increase in hate crimes
against Asian Americans. Oct. 26, 2021
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/asian-america/anti-asian-hate-crimesrose-73-last-year-updated-fbi-data-says-rcna3741
It’s certainly not the first time American politicians have done this, but it could be the last.
We’ll see. If American corporate CEOs can possibly squeeze a world war out that
manufactured hatred, it might be the last time – for everything.
That hate-China movement was based on the false assertion that COVID-19 first appeared
in China. That is clearly not correct as the following articles prove.
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COVID-19 Spain
SARS-CoV-2 detected in waste waters in Barcelona on March 12,
2019
https://www.ub.edu/web/ub/en/menu_eines/noticies/2020/06/0
42.html
COVID Italy
Researchers find coronavirus was circulating in Italy earlier than
thought
A new coronavirus was circulating in Italy in September 2019, a
study by the National Cancer Institute of the Italian city of Milan
shows, signaling that it might have spread beyond China earlier
than thought. https://www.reuters.com/article/healthcoronavirus-italy-timing-idUSKBN27W1J2
A critically thinking reader will instantly notice that is some cleverly worded
disinformation. It assumes, without evidence of any kind whatsoever that COVID-19
spread out from China. How very Imperial of Reuters. Blame the Chinese, no matter what
the evidence shows. What’s to say it didn’t spread out from the USA, before Italy and then
China?
SARS-CoV-2 has been circulating in northern Italy since December
2019: Evidence from environmental monitoring
Twenty-four additional samples collected in the same WWTPs
between September 2018 and June 2019 (i.e. long before the onset
of the epidemic) were included as ‘blank’ samples. Viral
concentration was performed according to the standard World
Health Organization procedure for poliovirus sewage surveillance,
with modifications. Molecular analysis was undertaken with both
nested RT-PCR and real-rime RT-PCR assays. A total of 15 positive
samples were confirmed by both methods. The earliest dates back
to 18 December 2019 in Milan and Turin and 29 January 2020 in
Bologna.
Our results demonstrate that SARS-CoV-2 was already circulating in
northern Italy at the end of 2019.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7428442
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-italysewage/italy-sewage-study-suggests-covid-19-was-there-indecember-2019-idUSKBN23Q1J9
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https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.06.25.20140061
v1
https://www.rt.com/news/483477-bergamo-italy-army-trucks-coronavirus
The most definitive research I’ve seen on this subject was done by four Chinese
researchers who constructed a probabilistic model to determine the original source of
COVID-19, and it sure appears to have originated in the US. How did they do that? They
calculated spread rate and then the infection rate after China identified the disease.
Apparently, it had spread out so widely in the US before it was finally identified in China,
that strong statistical evidence suggests it must have been developing in the US long
before China. http://chinaxiv.org/abs/202109.00058
And yet former president Trump hopes to ride the hate wagon back into the White House
again, while the western world seethes with hatred for China. That proves beyond any
doubt the power of corporate controlled western media. Facts mean nothing. Only
political ambitions to maintain western hegemonic dominance of the world indefinitely
matter. The 5,250,000 people killed by COVID-19 directly and another few million
indirectly, mean absolutely nothing. The suffering of those who were infected by COVID19 and “only” suffered a stoke, or perhaps lost a lung, mean nothing. That President Biden
decided to continue to try to cut the world in two, riding Trump’s hate-China wagon is
especially unfortunate as trade protectionism never works out well.
I have my own probability model for the COVID-19 pandemic. The math of the Chinese
researchers referenced above is better than mine, but I know American culture better
than they do. BBC and other corporate owned media machines will assert my probabilistic
model to be a “fringe conspiracy theory,” however in the end facts will probably prove
otherwise.
Σ
One day in early 2019 while working at the Fort Detrick biolab, two lab assistants got
bored. One signaled to the other: “Let’s go outside and smoke a joint (marijuana).”
Neither had to say anything as there is universally understood body language for such
activities. So, out they happily trotted without taking all the precautions they should have.
A third party came along, and they passed the joint to him, or her. Because they were all
young, none showed any symptoms but at least one was a silent carrier. From there it
spread around the US, and from there to Europe, eventually reaching China, either by
natural spread or perhaps someone at the Center for Disease Control found out – was
silenced – and some bright penny at Langley decided to massively dose Wuhan and blame
it all on the Chinese.
Σ
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That theory, possibly of a conspiracy, or possibly just stupidity, does fit the facts outlined
in the above published articles far better than any other theory I’ve read or heard thus
far.
Given the stupidity of much of American foreign policies, the “Stupidity Theory” is strong,
but given the maliciousness of American foreign policies, a “Conspiracy Theory” is about
equally likely.
Lastly, there’s this:

Both were pretty good friends with Jeffrey Epstein, no?

Is there anything either of them wouldn’t do?
EXCLUSIVE: Jeffrey Epstein's access to the Clinton White House laid bare:
Visitor logs reveal pedophile visited the former president at least 17 TIMES
- including a dozen in 1994 and twice in one day on three separate
occasions. By Daniel Bates, December 2, 2021
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10235499/EpsteinClinton.html
Jeffrey Epstein introduced me to Trump at 14, Ghislaine Maxwell accuser
says - Testifying at Maxwell’s trial in New York City, the woman, identified
by the pseudonym Jane, said she met the former president in the 1990s at
his Mar-a-Lago resort. By Tom Winter and Corky Siemaszko, Dec. 2, 2021
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/jeffrey-epstein-introducedtrump-14-ghislaine-maxwell-accuser-says-rcna7253
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And,

this:

COVID-19 killed off more than twice the number of blacks as whites in the US, and greatly
enriched the already fabulously rich, while making the poor poorer so the racists in the
US government and the super-rich they only represent probably figure it served its
purpose.
Successful experiment, but stupid and a conspiracy.
Ω
Pandora’s Box has been smashed to smithereens.
Biological warfare is now all the rage.
Where does it end?
The reader does not want to know.
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